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Your total thus of seventy thousand odd,
Ten thousand horse, and cannon to five score.
Should near annihilate this British force,
And carve a triumph large in history.
(He bends over the fire and makes some notes rapidly.)
I move into Astorga; then turn back,
(Though only in my person do I turn)
And leave to you the destinies of Spain.
spirit of the years
More turning may be here than he designs.
In this small) sudden^ swift turn backward, he
Suggests one turning from his apogee !
The characters disperse, the fire sinks, and snowflakes and darkness blot
out all
SCENE   III
BEFORE  CORUNA
The town, harbour, and hills at the back are viewed from an aerial point
to the north, over the lighthouse known as the Tower of Hercules, rising at
the extremity of the tongue of land on which La Coruna stands, the open
ocean being in the spectator's rear.
, In the foreground the most prominent feature is the walled old town, with
its white towers and houses, shaping itself aloft over the harbour. The new
town, and its painted fronts, show bright below, even on this cloudy winter
afternoon. Further off, behind thet harbour—now crowded with British
transports of all sizes—is a series of low broken hills, intersected by hedges
and stone walls.
A mile behind these low inner hills is beheld a rocky chain of outer and
loftier heights that completely command the former. Nothing behind them
is seen but grey sky.
DUMB SHOW
On the inner hills aforesaid the little English army—a pathetic fourteen,
thousand of foot only—is just deploying into line : hope's division on the left,
baird's to the right. paget with the reserve is in the hollow to the left
behind them ; and eraser's division still further back shapes out on a slight
rise to the right.
This harassed force now appears as if composed of quite other than the
men observed in the Retreat insubordinately straggling along like vagabonds.
Yet they are the same men, suddenly stiffened and grown amenable to
discipline by the satisfaction of standing to the enemy at last They resemble
a double palisade of red stakes, the only gaps being those that the melancholy
necessity of scant numbers entails here and there.

